Established in 2009, Lumin Industrial Limited is a high-tech innovative enterprise which specializes in R&D, manufacturing and selling high quality
lighting products and accessories, including LED flashlights, batteries and chargers. In 2017, Lumin registered its own brand called Folomov.
Keeping innovation mission in our minds, Lumin pays attention to customers’ changing demands and concentrates on innovative technology &
solutions. Advanced electronic technology enable us to produce many creative products for partners and customers. Such as USB rechargeable
Li-ion batteries, patented magnetic USB cable charger A1, world's first Micro USB charging and discharging flashlight EDC-C4. We not only bring
them something different but also help them get better experience outdoors.
Although Folomov is a new brand, as a professional and experienced manufacturer in the outdoor lighting field, Lumin will continue developing LED
lighting with excellent performance and high reliability. Exquisite craftsmanship will satisfy customers’ pursuit of versatile illumination tools with the
highest standard. Furthermore, excellent customer service ensures total peace of mind to our customers.
Folomov is short for “follow and move ”. With constant innovation, Folomov always would like to bring something new and different to the market
and satisfy the increasing & various demand from outdoor enthusiasts. Follow us and move on to explore the wonderful outdoors.
Enjoy the outdoors with Folomov!
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Tel: 86-158 1183 2076
D906, Tianhui Building, Yousong Road,
Longhua District, Shenzhen, China 518100
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The A1 is a simple and fuss-free Lithium-ion battery charger with a rather unique power bank feature. It has a rather small footprint,
taking up very little space for what is capable of. It can easily be placed in a pocket, bag, purse, etc. (away from moisture and dust);
and one would not realize it is there till it is actually needed.
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Other feature:
Over charge and over-discharge protection
Reverse Polarity Protection
Automatically activate 0V battery
Constant current and constant voltage charging algorithm

Package：
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